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by Pat Gaines and Mark Daehlin

Next Issue: T-shirt Pet Portraits Part 2:
"Romeo" the Cat.

w

ith the holiday season coming
up, many of us T-shirt artists are
looking for ways to supplement
our income or "punch up" our display to
attract more customers. Man
a special gift for someone, a
the beloved family pet is a

lots of experience at
making these shoppers
happy. Mark Daehlin is
a T-shirt painter and
animator who works
out of his home studio
in Minneapolis. He
trains other professional artists for West
Coast Airbrush in
Mattoon, Illinois, and
is designing a line of custom airbrushing aids for the intermediate painter.
Daehlin has long supplemented his standard
T-shirt designs with custom art of all kinds.
Wildlife and pet portraiture have long held
a special place for him.
"I enjoy not only the technical exercise
of reproducing fur and feathers but, even
more, the magic of seeing the animating
force directed through an inanimate medium
so that the viewer experiences the presence
of the life force through one's work. In this
sense, all true artists are 'animators.' This is
the artist's highest calling-to summon up
the spirit in all life in art. More than an occupation, it is a divine calling that none of
us should take for granted. Earning a living
with it is a secondary benefit."
There is a practical reason for this
awareness. Daehlin explains, "By keeping
this divine connection in mind whenever
possible, I find it much easier to remain 'in
the flow,' that state wherein one works
effort, relaxed, as much observer as
ant. It is simply accepting one's
lace in the process: that of
gh which the creative force of
nature flows unimpeded. In
ontext, 'talent' is simply keeping out
one's own way. Loving the work and
working with gratitude help to keep the
channel open."

Daehlin's skill in this area anFWBTo
enjoyment have resulted in a very practica
technique and a beautiful product. I asked
him to show us how he paints and markets
these shirts. "With pet portraits on shirts,
my approach is very basic, the goal being
speed and accuracy," the artist explains.
"The customer is not paying for a fine canvas portrait, so keep the artwork relatively
simple."
On the following pages, Daehlin takes
us through the process of painting a portrait
of the family dog, in this case an Irish setter.
But first, he shares a few of his marketing
tips regarding this kind of custom airbrush
work.

to do one
of these
custom pet
portraits,
especially if
you're just
starting in
this market.
Spread them
out as your
back orders
stack up. Peopl~
do complain

and-butter designs are always more

he key here is not that you sell huge
quantities of shirts but rather that
displaying and (especially)painting
animals will draw lots of attention to your

of photos of past work.
you are proud of, never
anything you must explain or apologize for.
Some warnings are in order. Though
the temptation may be great to give customers more than they pay for, especiallv
with an appreciative, adoring audience watching, you must try to
resist. You will charge $30 to $60
for one of these shirts; if you give
certain customers a $200job for
$30, all of their friends will
expect the same and may descend
on you during the busiest days
of the year. Give your customers
a great job, but one appropriate
to the price and the medium.
That is fairest to all concerned.
Do not underestimate 1
the time that it will take y

stores I've managed and painted in) or at
certain times of year, you're so busy that
the time-intensive nature of this custom
work makes it inefficient. At such times, I
remove the most prominent displays and the
photo album to avoid idle, time-consuming
questions. You must strike a balance that
suits your location, needs, and willingness
to endure lengthy, possibly fruitless conIf you are new to this type of work, be
prepared for some big challenges and lots
of practice as you develop the necessary
skills. As artists (and as people), we never
stop learning. Each fresh challengejust
adds texture and depth to the endless journey
of the artist. Enjoy your "mistakes" and the
lessons they impart; they are our very best
teachers.

arketed properly. The pleasure it gives
our customers is immeasurable. Allow your
n these seed ideas, and
make them your own. Thr
possibilities are truly
unlimited, and the opportunities for profiting from

p I.Project or sketch the animal onto
shirt with an extrasoft reed charcoal. Then
on a coat of top binder and press
e shirt for five tn tell seconds. This pre-

nose, tongue, and chin, and some
windblown hairs on the chest.

3. With the same dark brown, draw
majority of the hair. Be patient; this
sets the tone for the rest of your work.
realism, use variously tapered and

e and on the darker areas of
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p 7. With pure black, outline the
s, color the nose, gums, lower jaw,

.Use a back-and-forth "scribfor the fine, short hairs
for a more rounded appearance.

8. This entire step is optional, for
you have a little extra time. Use a
Mn layer of violet to deepen the shad-

edge and crease on
ghout, keep your tip

b e eyes. On black, gray, or silver
&ds,
use blue and violet.

t

m p 9. Use white to add some final

Step 6. Spray a thin layer of yellow
transparent over the entire dog (except
gums)
:n colc
he same
r t h e lower
:hest. Layer
th red and yellow lightly on the eyes
give an orange tint to the brown.

B

highlights: shine on eyes, nose, and
"ngue and a few highlights on the hair,
[whiskers, and teeth. Don't get carried
awav. as is often so easv t i do with

- F e n d touch up
Finally-a

very important step-

add a healthy coat of top binder or
dear coat, and heat-press the shirt
ensure washability and durability
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